Abstract. This article introduces the types of fuzzy retractions of fuzzy hyperspheresS n ⊂ R n+1 and the corresponding induced fuzzy retractions of the two fuzzy systems S n , S n when the fuzzification is regular or irregular. Also, the fuzzy folding of fuzzy hyperspheresS n into itself and the induces two chains of fuzzy folding of S n , S n . The relations between the fuzzy folding and fuzzy retraction are obtained. The limits of fuzzy retractions and fuzzy folding are achieved.
Introduction
To obtain the main results we will introduce the following definitions.
1. Fuzzy sphere [2, 5] . If we have a fuzzy graphG which is homeomorphic to a spherẽ S, this sphere is called a fuzzy sphere and the degree of fuzziness under this homeomorphism is constant. 2. A map f :S →S, whereS is a fuzzy sphere, is said to be an isometric folding of S into itself, iff for any piecewise fuzzy geodesic path γ : J →S the induced path f • γ : J →S is a piecewise fuzzy geodesic and of the same length as γ, where J = [0, 1]. If f does not preserve lengths, then f is a topological folding of fuzzy sphere [2, 3, 6 ]. 3. A fuzzy subset (Ã , µ) of a fuzzy manifold (M , µ) is called a fuzzy retraction of (M , µ)
if there exist a continuous map [2, 3, 8] .r : (M , µ) → (Ã , µ). Such that r(a, µ(a)) = (a, µ(a)), ∀a ∈ A, µ ∈ [0, 1].
4. The limit of the folding of a fuzzy manifoldM n of dimension n into itself is either a fuzzy manifoldM n−1 of dimension n − 1, if ∀a 1 , a 2 ∈M n , µ(a 1 ) = µ(a 2 ), or a fuzzy manifold of the same dimension n, if ∀a 1 , a 2 ∈M n , µ(a 1 ) = µ(a2), µ ∈ [0, 1] [7] .
Theorem 1. The fuzzy retractions of the fuzzy hypersphereS n ⊂ R n+1 induces two chains of fuzzy retractions of the two fuzzy systems of fuzzy hyperspheres S n and S n .
Proof. LetS n ⊂ R n+1 be a fuzzy hyperspheres and P i ∈S n , then there are induced nested 2-chains of n-pure fuzzy spheres S n i and S n i . The fuzzy parametric equation of the fuzzy hypersphereS n is given by [1, 4] . 
, where the fuzzy parametric equation of the fuzzy hyperspheres S n−1 is
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This retraction induces two fuzzy retractionsR 2 : {S
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This retraction induces two fuzzy retractionsR 3 : {S
, where the fuzzy parametric equation of the fuzzy retraction of fuzzy hypersphereS n−3 is
. . , r 3 cos ψ n , µ r 3 < r 2 < r 1 < r, i = 5, 6, . . . , n. . . . Hence, the fuzzy retractionR n−1 ,R n−1 : (S 2 − {P i(n−1) }) →S 1 , induces two fuzzy retractionsR
where the fuzzy parametric equation of the fuzzy spheresS 2 is given bỹ
r n−1 < r n−2 < r n−3 < · · · < r 3 < r 2 < r 1 < r.
The fuzzy retractionR n , whereR n : {S 1 − {P in }} →S 0 , induces two fuzzy retractions
where the fuzzy parametric equation of the fuzzy circle is given by:
R n = ((r n sin ψ 2 , 0, r n cos ψ 2 ), µ), r n < r n−1 < r n−2 < · · · < r 3 < r 2 < r 1 < r. Theorem 2. The folding of the fuzzy hypersphereS n ⊂ R n+1 into itself induces two chains of foldings S n and S n which is a type of fuzzy retractions.
Proof. Assumef 1 :S n →S n be a fuzzy folding fromS n intoS n such thatf 1 (S n ) = S n . This folding induces 2-chains of fuzzy foldingsf 1 :S
Then the fuzzy folding not conside with the fuzzy retraction. Also, let
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Then the fuzzy folding induces two chains of fuzzy foldings
Lemma 1. The limit of the conditional fuzzy folding of fuzzy hypersphereS n induces 2-chains of limits of fuzzy foldings which is equivalent to the 2-chains of fuzzy retractions in Theorem (1).
This folding induces 2-chains of fuzzy foldingf n :S
and lim
Then the limit of this type of conditonal fuzzy folding conside with the fuzzy retractions of Theorem (1) . If the fuzzification is not distributed regular on the fuzzy hypersphereS n , then we have the Figure 2 .
The interior are homeomorphic to fuzzy hypersphereS n andS n . Consequently we will have to the following theorem.
Theorem 3. The fuzzy retraction of fuzzy hyperspheresS n ⊂ R n+1 induces two chains of fuzzy retractions of the two fuzzy systems of fuzzy manifolds homeomorphic to fuzzy spheres S n and S n .
Proof. There are two types of fuzzy retractions (i) The fuzzy retraction with fixed pointP we will arrive to two systems of fuzzy retractions which are immersed as in Theorem (1). (ii) The fuzzy retraction with removing the fixed pointp and its antipodal pointp, we will have two systems of fuzzy hypermanifolds homeomorphic to types of fuzzy spheresS n−1 andS n−1 which are not immersed and consequently we obtain the two chains like Theorem (1). Proof. From Theorem (2) the proof is clear.
Lemma 2. The limit of conditional fuzzy folding of fuzzy hyperspheresS n induces 2-chains of limits of fuzzy folding of fuzzy hypermanifolds homeomorphic to S n and S n .
The system of nested n-inside spheres can be deformed by any outer effect on the physical character to be given in Figure 3 .
Lemma 3. The fuzzy retraction of any fuzzy deformed system in theorems (1) and (2) can not be discussed analytically but their fuzzy retraction are homeomorphic to S Theorem 5. If the fuzzy retraction of the fuzzy hypersphereS n ⊂ R n+1 isr :S n − (P n ) →S n−1 and the fuzzy folding ofS
then there are induces 2-chains of fuzzy retractions and foldings such that the following diagrams are commutatives.
Proof. Let the fuzzy retraction ofS n is defined byr 1 :S n − (P n ) →S n−1 and the fuzzy folding ofS n ,S n−1 are given byf 1 :
Then, there are induced 2-chains of fuzzy retractions and foldings are given bỹ
Hence, the following diagrams are commutatives 
Lemma 5. The relation between the fuzzy retraction and the limit of the fuzzy foldings discussed from the following commutative diagram and the corresponding relation between the two chains of fuzzy retractions and the limit of fuzzy foldings are described from the two induces diagrams Also, the induced relation between the two chains of the end of limits of fuzzy foldings and fuzzy retractions of the system are defined bỹ n . Also, the decreasing in the two cases consider as the retraction discussed in this paper.
